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Russiagate: Senate Intelligence Committee Believes
Americans Voted for Trump because Putin
influenced them to Vote for “Russia’s Candidate”
And Insults Trump Supporters At The Same Time
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Are you stupid enough to believe that American voters elected Trump president because
Vladimir  Putin  influenced them to  vote  for  Russia’s  candidate?  The US Senate  Intelligence
(sic) Committee is that stupid. This collection of nitwits actually produced a report that a few
ads allegedly placed online on Putin’s instructions, ads that did not cost one-hundredth of
one percent of the huge sum spent by the candidates themselves, both national committees
and everyone else,  were  decisive  in  influencing  voters  who never  saw the  ads  in  the  first
place or read or responded to tweets.

That a Senate Committee would expect anyone to believe such a far-fetched story shows
that the Senate Intelligence (sic) Committee has no respect whatsoever for the people who
elected President Trump, or, for that matter, for anyone else at home or abroad.
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This Senate report is the most incredible BS I have every encountered in my life. There is no
evidence whatsoever in the report. Only assertions. And most of these are based on “open-
source”  internet  postings  by  trolls  and bots  financed by  the  military/security  complex  and
Democratic Party.

What the report actually tells us is that no member of the Senate Intelligence Committee
has enough intelligence or integrity to serve in the US Senate. It is the Senate Intelligence
Committee that is a disgrace to America and to the entire human race.

RT  has  great  fun  with  the  collection  of  nitwits  that  comprise  the  Senate  Intelligence
Committee.

On this Fourth of July, how can anyone be a Proud American?
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